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Abstract
LSST aims to allow major advancements in our understanding of dark matter on
sub-galactic scales, its impact on galaxies and how it relates to dwarf galaxies. LSST
will reveal many Local Group satellites and tidal streams and aims to inspire progress
in understanding these issues in the Milky Way and Local Group. Yet, it has become clear in the last few years that there are dramatic galaxy-to-galaxy variations in
terms of satellite populations and past mergers (as quantified by stellar halos). Given
these variations, it is unclear what features of the Local Group reflect galaxy formation
processes and dark matter, and which are accidents of accretion history. A census of
satellites, halos and faint tidal features for a sizeable sample of galaxies, with a range
of halo masses and accretion histories, and as deep as our current census for M31, is
required to answer this question. While LSST’s r and i-bands will resolve RGB stars
in the halos and satellites of D < 6 Mpc galaxies, LSST’s g-band WFD dataset will be
shallower than all current resolved star surveys on 8-meter class telescopes, and will not
provide the necessary star-galaxy separation and stellar population information that
allows the community to capitalize on LSST’s investment. We propose a ∼ 87 hour
mini-survey targeting the environs of ten nearby M∗ > 2 × 109 M galaxies to increase
the depth in the g-band to match that of the r and i-bands for resolved stellar populations. This will reveal the 25-100 MV < −6 satellites, new dwarf ultra-diffuse galaxies
and faint tidal features that are required to connect our learning about dark matter
and dwarf galaxies in the Local Group to the wider galaxy population.
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1. Science Category: This white paper contributes to two of LSST’s core goals:
• constraining dark matter and
• mapping the Milky Way.
2. Survey Type Category: This may be thought of perhaps most naturally as a mini
survey, but could also be thought of as a minor modification to the main ‘wide-fastdeep’ survey.
3. Observing Strategy Category: A specific pointing or set of pointings that is (relatively) agnostic of the detailed observing strategy or cadence.
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Scientific Motivation

By mapping out the complete ultra-faint satellite population of the Galaxy, LSST hopes to
answer a number of critical questions about dark matter (DM) at sub-galactic scales (Bullock
& Boylan-Kolchin 2017). Yet, there is increasing evidence that the Milky Way (MW) had a
rather quiescent merger history compared to other nearby similar-mass galaxies, affecting our
inferences about the nature of DM. By measuring the satellite populations, substructure and
halos around nearby MW-mass galaxies (D < 6 Mpc) using resolved RGB stars, LSST aims
to characterize the large galaxy-to-galaxy variations in their individual accretion histories.
However, LSST’s foreseen g-band depth is shallower than all current resolved star surveys
(e.g., Carlin et al. 2016; Crnojević et al. 2016; Smercina et al. 2017, 2018) and will prevent
a) detection of smaller (MV < −6) satellites, ultra diffuse satellites and tidal streams around
nearby galaxies and b) measurement of reliable stellar metallicities. We propose to augment
the g-band coverage by 0.6 mag within the virial radius of 10 Local Volume galaxies, allowing
us to completely characterize their faint and low surface brightness galaxy populations.
A critical test of DM is the number of low mass subhalos of MW-mass galaxies. While
our key observational probes of these halos are low-mass satellite galaxies (e.g., Moore et al.
1999), we still do not understand how these small satellites map onto subhalos. This manifests itself in the higher number of predicted satellites (missing satellite problem) and the
lower observed velocity scales than those naively predicted in LCDM (too big to fail problem;
Boylan-Kolchin et al. 2011). While stellar feedback plays a dramatic role in low mass haloes,
theory also suggests that the ultra-faint satellites (M ∗ < 105 M ; MV > −8.5) are much
more sensitive to the effects of reionization than the classical dwarfs (M ∗ ∼ 105 − 107 M ;
MV < −8.5) (e.g., Dooley et al. 2017). To explain the Local Group satellite counts down to
the ultra-faints, models have suggested increasing stochasticity with decreasing mass, making it difficult to disentangle baryonic physics from DM physics (Garrison-Kimmel et al.
2017). Recent ultra diffuse dwarf galaxy discoveries — e.g., the MW satellite Antlia 2, with
MV ∼ −8.5, but a surface brightness of 32 mag/arcsec2 (Torrealba et al. 2018) — and the spatial distribution and angular momentum of satellite systems (planes of satellites; Pawlowski
2018) strain current models and hint at poorly understood physical processes. Consequently,
LSST aims to better constrain the mapping between ultra-faint dwarf satellites and low mass
subhalos, in the hope of making decisive insights into nature of dark matter.
Yet, there is increasing evidence of considerable diversity in the accretion history of MWmass galaxies. This is reflected in the larger-than-expected variation of satellite mass function
from group to group (the lonely giant problem; Smercina et al. 2018; Crnojević et al. 2018;
Fig. 1). Similarly, by studying the stellar halos of nearby MW-mass galaxies, it is evident
that the Milky Way likely accreted an SMC-like object (Belokurov et al. 2018; Helmi et al.
2018) in comparison to most other similar-size galaxies which accreted much more massive
galaxies (Harmsen et al. 2017, Fig. 1), including M31’s merger with a ∼ 2 × 1010 M galaxy
2 Gyr ago (D’Souza & Bell 2018a). Since many satellites are accreted along with these large
merger events (e.g., LMC; Kallivayalil et al. 2018), our premier probe of DM physics —
satellites — depends on merger history in ways that we do not yet understand. LSST’s goal
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of providing the definitive picture of satellite-subhalo correspondence and galaxy assembly
by deeply studying the MW is at risk — will LSST’s MW insights generalize?
LSST’s study of the low-surface brightness structures in the Local Volume (LSST sciencebook §7.10) through resolved stellar populations then becomes a critical tool to realize its core
goal of understanding the nature of DM. Wide-field resolved maps of nearby galaxies (like
M31’s PAndAS) reach > 10× deeper than integrated light (Martı́nez-Delgado et al. 2010;
Merritt et al. 2016), revealing their ultra-faint satellite populations (Martin et al. 2013) and
the structure of their stellar halo (Ibata et al. 2014). LSST’s WFD 5σ point source limits
of r ∼ 27.1 and i ∼ 26.4 allow stars within 1.5 mag of the tip of the RGB to be resolved
in 12 central galaxies with stellar masses > 2 × 109 M within 6 Mpc (Fig. 1). In spanning
×50 in mass, these galaxies will allow us determine how satellites depend on central galaxy
mass. The 4 most massive galaxies (Cen A, NGC 253, NGC 4945, M83) have a wide range in
stellar halo mass (Harmsen et al. 2017), and allow exploration of how ultra-faint populations
reflect most massive past mergers (D’Souza & Bell 2018b). Thus, LSST could revolutionize
our understanding of small-scale DM, but only if it can decipher the most massive mergers
of these 12 nearby galaxies as well as survey their faint satellites down to MV < −6.
However, LSST’s WFD current 5σ point source limit of g ∼ 27.0 could put all this at risk.
Current moderate-area LSST-depth datasets (e.g. Subaru HSC and Magellan/Megacam)
show that discovery of low surface brightness streams and satellites requires deep g band
data, reaching > 1.5 mag below the TRGB (e.g., Crnojević et al. 2016; Carlin et al. 2016;
Smercina et al. 2017, 2018; all reach g ∼ 27.5 or deeper). Deep g-band allows for dramatically
better star-galaxy separation (Fig. 2; bottom right) and g−i color offers a much more reliable
RGB stellar metallicity estimator than the r − i color (crucial also even with high-resolution
data like WFIRST; Fig. 2; left). For galaxies with D < 2.5 Mpc, LSST’s WFD reaches
the required >1.5 mag down the RGB. Unfortunately, ten local volume galaxies are more
distant with 2.5 < D/Mpc < 6, and LSST’s g-band is ∼ 0.6 mag too shallow to detect their
faint RGB stars and give accurate colors (metallicities). Most RGB stars with r and i-band
detections will lack g-band. If one uses only r and i-band, background contamination is too
severe and metallicity information is destroyed (Fig. 2; bottom left). If one uses only stars
with g-band, one loses all [F e/H] > −1 stars and most other RGB stars (Fig. 2; bottom
center). Moreover, the metallicity of satellites, streams and halos is a key piece of evidence
in deciphering the most massive merger experienced by a galaxy (D’Souza & Bell 2018b; Fig.
1). This will prevent us from studying the satellite populations and most massive mergers
of these galaxies — LSST’s near field cosmology legacy is critically endangered.
In order to better understand the effects of the variation in the accretion histories of
nearby galaxies on their satellite populations, we propose to augment LSST g-band depth
by 0.6 mag out to the virial radius of 10 nearby galaxies, corresponding to ∼ 87 hours of
LSST investment (∼0.25% of the survey time). With this modest investment, we will be not
only be able to characterize the faint satellite populations/substructure of nearby galaxies,
but also provide targets for future spectroscopy with 30-m class telescopes. Moreover, it
will help clarify which of the insights from the Local Group are generalizable, and which are
specific to the Local Group.
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Figure 1:

Left: Defying theoretical interpretation, satellites vary dramatically from group-to-group (Smercina et al. 2018).
Center: The mass and metallicities of stellar halos — reflecting the largest past merger experienced by a galaxy, varies from
galaxy-to-galaxy by > ×10 (D’Souza & Bell 2018b). Right: Galaxies in magenta will have the deep WFD ri-bands for resolved
star science, but their g-band will fail to detect tens-hundreds of satellites and all ultra-diffuse galaxies & tidal features.
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Figure 2: Left: r − i CMDs (top) for morphologically selected ‘stars’: compact galaxies contaminate the CMD and map
(bottom). Top middle: g − r and r − i of morphologically-selected ‘stars’; the stellar locus is shown in red. Compact galaxies
have distinctive g − r colors, allowing color+morphology selection. Top right: g − i of our clean sample of stars. g − i allows
measurement of metallicity (isochrones at [F e/H] = −2, −1.5, −1) and high-mass stars (at g − i ∼ 0). Bottom middle: The
currently proposed WFD g-band depth cuts the RGB ∼in half, getting rid of metal-rich stars and erasing substructure. Bottom
right: Deep g-band from the WFD+mini-survey permits the discovery of ultra-faint MV < −6 galaxies, faint tidal features and
metal-rich stars. Smercina et al. (in prep), using Subaru data as deep as WFD+mini-survey.
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Figure 3: Left: Number of RGB stars as a function of MV,sat and magnitude below the TRGB. Right: Number of background
detections per sq. arcmin. for WFD only (r + i; blue) or WFD+mini-survey (gri; red).
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name
NGC0247
NGC0253
NGC1313∗
NGC4945
NGC5068
NGC5102
NGC5128
NGC5236
IC5052∗
NGC7793

RA
0.786
0.793
3.304
13.091
13.315
13.366
13.425
13.617
20.868
23.964

Dec
-20.760
-25.292
-66.498
-49.471
-21.039
-36.630
-43.017
-29.868
-69.204
-32.590

MB
-18.60
-21.20
-19.10
-20.30
-18.50
-18.20
-20.70
-20.60
-17.90
-18.30

M∗ /M
3 × 109
9 × 1010
4 × 109
5 × 1010
5 × 109
5 × 109
1011
7 × 1010
2 × 109
5 × 109

D(Mpc)
3.72
3.70
4.31
3.47
5.15
3.66
3.68
4.90
5.50
3.63

Rvir (kpc)
150
300
150
300
150
150
500
300
150
150

Rvir (deg) Nf ield,LSST
2.3
2
4.6
7
2
1
5
8
1.7
1
2.2
2
7.8
20
3.5
4
1.6
1
2.4
2

Table 1: Galaxies with 2.5 < D/M pc < 6 and M∗ > 2 × 109 M .

∗ NGC 1313 and IC5052 are below δ = −62, and would either be dropped from this survey extension if the WFD does not
continue south of δ = −62 or would require the addition of r and i-band to the target depths.
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3.1

Technical Description
High-level description

In order to study the satellites, streams and past mergers (via stellar halos) of Local Volume
galaxies with D < 6Mpc and thereby powerfully illuminate satellite galaxy formation, dark
matter physics, the assembly history of nearby galaxies, and permit generalization from
LSST’s unprecedented knowledge of the Milky Way, it is necessary to adjust the balance of
filter exposure times in the regions where resolved star coverage is the most valuable.
For many high-priority science goals, it is important to keep the LSST data quality
homogeneous in its depth across its footprint (we assume the baseline minion 1016 survey
in what follows; these are similar to within ∼ 0.1 mag to the baseline2018a run), so we
request no change in the survey strategy in urizy-bands, and a simple augmentation of the
g-band coverage within the approximate virial radius of 10 Local Volume galaxies to 5σ point
source depths of g ∼ 27.6, which matches in depth the expected r ∼ 27.1 and i ∼ 26.4, given
a typical metal-poor RGB star color of g − i ∼ 1.2. This small addition of extra g-band data
in selected areas re-balances the total depth to optimize star detection, characterization and
separation from galaxies in areas where LSST resolved star observatons will be particularly
impactful, maximizing LSST’s discovery potential for the lowest possible observational cost.

3.2

Footprint – pointings, regions and/or constraints

NGC 55 and NGC 300 are at D < 2.5 Mpc and so are not included in this list; LSST’s WFD
will reach the necessary 1.5 mag below the TRGB.
We assume a virial radius that scales roughly with expected virial mass. LMC-mass
galaxies should have a virial mass a little above ∼ 1011 M and thus a virial radius of
∼ 150 kpc. MW-mass galaxies will have a halo mass of ∼ 1012 M and thus a virial radius of
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∼ 300 kpc. Cen A is thought to have a more massive halo, and we suggest a survey radius
of 500 kpc. The total survey area is roughly 450 square degrees; an area that is impractical
to cover with any other facility (and, given that simultaneous multi-band photometry must
happen within the LSST pipeline for such faint sources, LSST data is required anyway). For
the number of LSST fields of view, we round up from the field area divided by the 9.6 square
degree LSST field to the nearest field, assuming that survey tiling can do a decent job of
equalizing the field depths. This results in an area coverage of ∼ 48 fields.
NGC 1313 and IC5052 are below δ = −62, and would either be dropped from this survey
extension if the WFD does not contine south of δ = −62 or would require the addition of r
and i-band to the target depths.

3.3

Image quality

While resolved stellar populations studies benefit particularly from the very best seeing
conditions, no extraordinary constraints are requested for this portion of the survey, save the
normal constraints for g-band imaging of the sky. The expected FWHM for minion 1016 is
∼ 0.78” in r- and i-band; a final FWHM in g-band of ∼ 0.85” or less would make deblending
forced photometry easier, although the point source depth is the main constraint.

3.4

Individual image depth and/or sky brightness

No special constraints requested compared to the minion 1016 baseline survey.

3.5

Co-added image depth and/or total number of visits

The goal of this adjustment to the survey is to increase the depth of the g-band data within
the approximate virial radius of 10 Local Volume galaxies to allow accurate photometry
and star-galaxy separation using g-band; this requires 5σ point source depths of g ∼ 27.6,
matching the r ∼ 27.1 and i ∼ 26.4 given a typical metal-poor RGB star color of g − i ∼ 1.2.
This is 0.6 mag deeper than the nominal g-band depth, which would require an increase
of a factor of 3 in exposure time over the minion 1016 baseline for background-limited
observations, with observing conditions kept the same as for minion 1016. This could be
achieved in a number of ways that we are agnostic about, but might most simply be achieved
by increasing the number of visits in g-band to 240 visits from the planned 80 visits in
minion 1016. The number of visits in minion 1016 for r and i-band is 184 for each band,
if the WFD survey is adjusted in terms of its numbers of visits, we would request that the
ratio of visits between g-band and r, i-bands is kept at about 1.3:1:1 to ensure that the depth
of coverage between the three bands remains commensurate.

3.6

Number of visits within a night

None.
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3.7

Distribution of visits over time

No constraints.

3.8

Filter choice

None.

3.9

Exposure constraints

None.

3.10

Other constraints

None.

3.11

Estimated time requirement

Assuming 30 second exposures per visit, the nominal 73% survey efficiency (following minion 1016),
160 visits required per field, this gives 109 minutes per field. With a total of ∼ 48 fields (see
Table 1), we expect this survey modification to take ∼ 87 hours.
Properties

Importance

Image quality
Sky brightness
Individual image depth
Co-added image depth
Number of exposures in a visit
Number of visits (in a night)
Total number of visits
Time between visits (in a night)
Time between visits (between nights)
Long-term gaps between visits

2
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
3
3

Table 2: Constraint Rankings: Summary of the relative importance of various survey
strategy constraints. Please rank the importance of each of these considerations, from 1=very
important, 2=somewhat important, 3=not important.

3.12

Technical trades

1. In the limit of insufficient time to fully implement this modification to the survey
strategy, we would recommend to at least double the exposure time in g-band over
8

the selected areas, giving a 0.4 mag gain in depth. This would be a considerable
improvement over the current foreseen survey, preserves the diversity of the sample,
and would have half of the observational cost of the full modification.
2. There is no foreseen trade-off owing to observation scheduling, as long as the total
coadd depths remain similar.
3. There is no effect of a trade-off between number of visits and the individual exposure
time, as long as the total coadd depths remain similar.
4. There is no effect of a trade-off between uniformity of the number of visits and coadd
depth, and no need to attempt to optimize the exposure time in real time.
5. There are no foreseen considerations for trade-offs with other similar requests, unless a
rebalancing of g-band depth to optimize resolved star characterization and star-galaxy
separation across the whole sky was requested. A change this large would suggest a
reduction in overall WFD footprint or overall depth; on the balance we consider the
gain from a better balance between gri depths for resolved stars to be beneficial enough
only in areas of the sky where one expects a priori that the resolved star discovery
potential is large enough to warrant LSST-scale mapping.
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Performance Evaluation

Preliminary quantification of the performance of the extra depth of 0.6 mag in g-band (henceforth WFD+) suggests a dramatic decrease in background galaxy contamination/false satellite detection over the default WFD depth and an increase in the number of RGB stars with
gri colors, leading to a higher number of satellite detections — including ultra faints down
to MV ∼ −6 and ultra-diffuse galaxies. This discussion assumes a distance of ∼ 4.5 Mpc
for concreteness; the satellite magnitude and surface brightness limits will be slightly deeper
(lower) for the nearby (distant) targets. These metrics were estimated using Hyper SuprimeCam data for the M81 group that approximates the extra depth of WFD+ (see Fig. 2) and
are summarized in Table 2.
Expected decrease in background galaxy contamination: By quantifying the
number compact galaxy contamination per square arcminute (Σcontamination ), we find that
the average background in the WFD dataset using the r and i bands is 2.5 compact galaxies
per square arcminute. By including the deeper g band in WFD+, Σcontamination decreases
by a factor of 5 to ∼ 0.5.
Expected decrease in spurious satellite detection: Background contaminants are
often clustered galaxies resulting in spurious satellite detections. By setting the detection
limit to > 4 RGB candidates in a square arcminute, we quantify the number of such groupings
in square degree far from any large galaxy, Nf alse,deg in Fig. 3. For WFD, using only
morphological selection and r − i there are > 200 false positives per square degree. This can
only be remedied by increasing the detection threshold to 10 stars/arcmin2 . On the other
9

hand, using the extra g depth in WFD+, one finds 0 false positives leading to a direct factor
of 2.5 improvement in detectability and surface brightness limit.
Expected increase in number of RGB stars: Due to steepness of the RGB luminosity function, following Fig. 3 an increase in g-band depth by 0.6 mag would increase
the number of RGB stars in WFD+ ∆RGB with gri information ×2. In practice, shallower
g-band data cuts off stars at all magnitudes in the RGB; our experience suggests that the loss
is more like a factor of 3 in RGB stars with usable information. Worse still, the stars that
are detected in g in WFD are biased towards lower metallicities (Fig. 2; bottom center),
preventing quantitative measures of surface brightness and metallicity.
Expected number of ultra-faints detected above MV < −6 NMV ∼−6 , and fractional increase in total satellite detections ∆sat,tot : Fig. 3 suggests that a MV < −6
galaxy has 20 stars within 1.5 mag of the TRGB. In practice, our experience with the HSC
(and thus likely the LSST) pipeline suggest that 50% of the stars appear extended and
are rejected by the galaxy morphological cuts. We require that the galaxy must be over
2.5× the largest background excursions. In WFD+, the background excursions reach 4
stars/arcmin2 , requiring 10 detectable stars (or 20 real stars). This corresponds to a limiting
MV ∼ −6. On the other hand, in WFD, either because of 2.5× higher background excursions (in the r − i case) or lack of stars with deep gri (using the shallow g band data that
one has in hand), one requires 2.5× more stars for detection, corresponding to MV ∼ −7.
If the MW and M31 are reliable guides (they might not be!), the satellite luminosity
function increases sharply at MV < −7 (e.g., Newton et al. 2018), and suggests 50% more
galaxies for a limit of MV ∼ −6. Given the variation seen at brighter limits from galaxyto-galaxy (Fig. 1), the total number of satellites expected is unclear. Newton et al. (2018)
expects 16 satellites for the MW at MV < −7.2. Given the ten central galaxies in WFD+;
we expect something like 50-200 MV < −7 and 25-100 MV ∼ −6 satellites, leading to a 50%
increase in detection of satellites.
Expected increase in number of ultra diffuse galaxies detected (NAntlia2 ): Antlia
2, a new ultra diffuse satellite of the MW (Torrealba et al. 2018) has MV = −8.5 and
re = 2.5 kpc, and µV = 32 mag/arcsec2 . At the distance of the galaxies in WFD+, around
190 stars total (or 95 detectable stars) would spread around 18 square kpc. This implies
around ∼ 5 stars per square kpc (or per square arcmin at D ∼ 3.5 Mpc). If the maximum
background excursions are 10 star candidates per sq. arcminute in WFD, UDGs such as
Antila 2 as well as other faint tidal features will not be detected. On the other hand, Antlia
2’s star counts exceed the maximum background excursions of 4 per sq. arcmin in WFD+,
and is easily detectable (over areas of >few square arcminutes). Deeper g-band data is vital
to bring the UDG and faint surface brightness universe into view. Given one Antlia 2 in the
MW, and one UDG around M31, one can hope for several in the mini-survey footprint.
Expected number of MW-mass galaxies where we can detect their metalrich stellar halo stars (NRGB,[F e/H]>−1.0 ): The TRGB in g-band depends strongly on
metallicity, and is around 1 magnitude fainter above [F e/H] > −1. In WFD, only two
D ∼ 2 Mpc galaxies will have securely-detected metal-rich RGB stars. For the other six
galaxies with D ∼ 3.5 Mpc, stars with [F e/H] ∼ −1 are detected at about 7σ, barely
10

Goal
Minimize contamination
Minimize false satellites
Maximize RGB counts
Ultra faint detection
Satellite detection
Ultra diffuse detection
Metal-rich pop detection
Expense of follow up
Table 3:

Metric
Σcontamination
Nf alse,deg
∆RGB
NMV ∼−6
∆sat,tot
NAntlia2
NRGB,[F e/H]>−1.0
t8m

WFD only
2.5
200
1×
0
0%
0
0
75-300 hours

WFD+mini-survey
0.5
0
2-3×
∼ 25-100
50%
several?
10
0

Comparison of performance metrics. Metrics in bold are improvements.

adequate for colors and yielding a biased view (Fig. 2; bottom center panel shows the biased
census for the D ∼ 3.5 Mpc M81 group). In WFD, [F e/H > −1 stars cannot be detected
for the 4 most distant galaxies. On the other hand, for WFD+, all 12 galaxies will securely
detect [F e/H] ∼ −1 stars (Fig. 2; bottom right); for the highest metallicities [F e/H] > −0.5,
the D > 4.5 Mpc galaxies will lack detections even in WFD+.
Expected cost of follow-up of candidate galaxies t8m : Extra follow-up time (preferably deeper g-band data) from 8-meter class telescopes will be essential to follow up dwarf
candidates found in the WFD survey and to measure their metallicities, in strong contrast
to dwarfs discovered in WFD+. To reach the required depth with Gemini, it would take
∼ 1.5 hours of exposure time+overhead for a single candidate. If we expect 50-200 MV < −7
satellites in the WFD only, then this would require an extra of 75-300 hours of 8m follow-up.
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Special Data Processing

Artificial star tests are important for characterizing the detection and recovery of stars in
resolved star datasets. Our understanding of current LSST plans is that artificial stars are
anticipated for single-visit detections to aid in the detection of e.g., supernova rates. If the
LSST project does not carry out artificial star tests on co-adds suitable for resolved stellar
populations, we would carry out artificial star tests in selected areas to characterize the
performance of the LSST pipeline. If it were available and practical, we would likely request
community time on the LSST processing hardware to perform these artificial star tests.
Crowded field photometry is another concern. Precursor works (Carlin et al. 2016;
Smercina et al. 2017, 2018) have been based on LSST pipeline processing and yielded good
results for all but the most compact satellites. Yet, crowded field photometry is still somewhat of a concern; the highest surface brightness satellite in Smercina et al. (2018) required
photometry to be carried out by hand with DAOPHOT as the processing with the HSC
pipeline (a close LSST cousin) was insufficient. We have also been working with the data
management team to understand how to best optimize for this case. Furthermore, development for crowded fields is planned, and near-term features like simultaneous multiband
deblending are exactly the type of improvements that should have a large impact on this
11

science case.
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